I appreciate Roger Fouquet's review of my book Energy: A Human History, but take issue with two of his criticisms (Nature 557, 162-163; 2018) .
First, I did not reference solarenergy pioneer Mária Telkes because her work involved heat storage, not solar electricitythe subject of my discussion.
Second, credit for the discovery of nuclear fission was, in my opinion, more complex than Fouquet implies and not attributable solely to physicist Lise Meitner. Imagine a Nobel laureate willing to review research-grant applications for Romania. She or he would first need to learn Romanian, to produce a letter of permission to participate from their university president or department chair, and to upload a declaration on Romania's platform for grant reviewers (www.brainmap.ro) confirming that they have committed no ethical misdemeanours in the course of their duties in the previous 5 years. These strictures can only lead to the further marginalization and inbreeding of a research system that is hobbled by plagiarism, paltry funds and brain drain.
According to Eurostat, Romania is in the lowest tier of European Union countries in terms of the percentage of gross domestic product (GDP) spent on research and development. In 2018, the nation allocated only from citing retracted studies.
As well as displaying retraction notices more prominently on their websites, journals should post alerts across all pages of the flawed publication. Also, prefacing the paper's title with a notification would warn readers not to download the citation to reference-manager software.
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